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Romantic classical guitar with original compositions, perfect for dining,dreaming,or the boudoir. 18 MP3

Songs EASY LISTENING: Mood Music, CLASSICAL: Contemporary Details: Nostalgia for the Present:

Suadade is a word from the Portuguese, filled with atmosphere, and conjures a wistful feeling of fond

remembrance and nostalgia - perhaps for something you have known - or never known. The resentation

of music selected here is intended to evoke that feeling. This recording is dedicated to the memory of

Andres Segovia; to James Norris, my first teacher and mentor who taught me as much about life as

music; to the memory of my parents; and especially to my dear wife, Virginia - my companion, muse and

great love. Thanks to Tamara for her skillful means; to brother Bill for his constant prodding; to Karla and

Amber for the goodness of the past, and to Peter Rowan, a fellow traveler. Bio: Robert Burns began very

early the study of the guitar, and gave his first concert performance at age 16 as opener for Louis

Armstrong. Burns developed rapidly under the tutelage of James Norris of Chicago, pursued studies at

the Wisconsin and San Francisco Conservatories, and was privileged to work with the legendary Andres

Segovia, both in the USA and in Spain. Burns has had a full career in teaching, as well as performing for

diverse personalities and organizations such as the United Nations, Elizabeth Taylor, the Dalai Lama, as

well as events at the Bohemian Grove, numerous California wineries, and for many embassies. Burns

carries on the unique tradition of Sergovia, the most influential guitarist of the 20th century. Robert Burns

resides on the beautiful Mendocino Coast in Northern California. He performs for Weddings, Wineries,

Celebrations and Concerts.
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